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Por favor, si tiene no usar ese
sitio para comercializar material

pornogrÃ¡fico, por favor,
sÃ©rvalo a

Ã©sarela@cdf.gob.mx.Q: Python
doesn't read the second line when

it is inside a loop. Why? The
following code is in a file called

"sort.py":
names1=open("names.txt","r")
names2=open("names2.txt","r")

def printnames(): for line1 in
names1: for line2 in names2:
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name = line1[:-1] name2 =
line2[:-1] print name,name2

printnames() names.txt contains:
John Jane and names2.txt

contains: Monika John Megan
Lorel Megan Sammy However,

the output of the program is only:
Monika Monika Megan Megan

This is the output I was expecting
to see. Can anyone tell me what
am I doing wrong? A: You don't
want to read in the files in this

way. Instead, you need to use the
readlines() method to obtain a list
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of lines from each file, in turn.
(Normally I'd use with to open
the files and close them, but as

it's just for a demonstration, I'm
ignoring that) Then you need to

process the two lists together, for
example by creating a dictionary
of the pairs from the lines of the
two files and sorting that: from
collections import defaultdict #

Initialise an empty dictionary, I'm
choosing to sort from lower to #

higher names names =
defaultdict(list) # Loop over the
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files and read the lines into a list
for line1, line2 in

zip(names1.readlines(),
names2.readlines()): # If the line

from the first file is a single
name, add it to the # dictionary if

line1: 3e33713323
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